Abstract
Introduction
Owing to the geometry of the situation, certain scene points will be visible in only one of the two views in a binocular imaging system, see Fig. 1 . We refer to the image of these points as binocular half-occlusion points. They usually occur around object contours and other scene discontinuities. As such, these points have great potential to aid in image understanding tasks like distance estimation and object segmentation. It appears that the human visual system is capable of exploiting such information to great advantage [14, 9, 17, 1] . In contrast, computer vision has not been able to achieve similar success.
The basic geometry and perceptual significance of binocular half-occlusions has been known at least since the time of Leonardo DaVinci [19] . In contrast, the majority of computer vision algorithms for binocular stereo vision have ignored half-occlusions or treated them simply as noise in the matching process [3] . However, a number of approaches have emerged that deal with occlusions with various degrees of explicitness. Although the stereo matching techniques that deal with occlusions differ in many ways, it is possible to discern certain geometric assumptions and constraints that recur across these methods. In such a manner, it is possible to distinguish five major approaches: (i) Bimodality (BMD) is based on the principle that points around occlusion points will match both the occluded and occluding surface, creating a bimodal distribution in a local histogram of the disparity image. Previous research that has considered this approach includes [23, 15, 27] .
(ii) Match Goodness Jumps (MGJ) assumes that badly matched points are occlusion points and that the matching algorithm itself can detect badly matched points. Previous research into this idea includes [22, 1] . (iii) Left-Right Checking (LRC) assumes that the left-based and right-based disparity images are viewing the same scene except at half-occlusions; therefore, values at corresponding points in the left and right disparity images should differ only in sign except at those points that arise from occlusions. Researchers that have examined this constraint include [26, 15, 7, 16, 11, 25] . (iv) Ordering (ORD) asserts that if two points match in a different order than they occur in the other view, then the point is an occlusion point. Previous research looking at this approach includes [2, 28, 18, 10, 8, 4] . (v) The occlusion constraint is based on the principle that a discontinuity in the left-based disparity image corresponds to an occlusion region in the right-based disparity image and vice versa. Previous research into this notion includes [10, 8] .
In the light of previous work, our main contribution in the current paper is to report on an empirical evaluation of four methods of half-occlusion detection: BMD, MGJ, LRC and ORD. (We leave the occlusion constraint for fu-ture investigation.) Taking a disparity image and match goodness image as inputs, we generate images that show the half-occluded points in a scene and provide qualitative and quantitative evaluation. We employ random dot stereograms, lab images, and real world images in our study. We compare the occlusion methods under two different matching algorithms that generate the disparity and match goodness images (correlation-based scanline search (COR) and gradient-based plane-plus-parallax (PPP)).
Algorithm Implementation

Bimodalities in Disparity (BMD)
The idea behind BMD is that points in the disparity image that correspond to half-occlusions will have in their neighborhood disparity values that arise from both occluding and occluded surfaces. In such regions, the histogram of the disparity should be bimodal. We chose the peak ratio test to determine if there is a bimodality based on [23] . The peak ratio is the ratio of the second highest peak over the highest peak. If the peaks are of similar size, signifying bimodality, the peak ratio is closer to one. In pseudocode (with dx, dy horizontal and vertical disparity, resp.), For (disparity image rows i and columns j) 
Match Goodness Jumps (MGJ)
When a matcher is operating over data that arises from portions of a surface that are visible in both images of a binocular view, the goodness-of-match should be relatively high. In contrast, when the matcher considers data arising from a half-occlusion, the goodness-of-match will be relatively low since it is impossible to establish a correct correspondence. MGJ capitalizes on this state of affairs by detecting adjacent regions of high/low scores in goodness-ofmatch images. In order to avoid double detection responses, we do not use the absolute value of the difference of neighboring goodness values. In pseudocode, 
Left / Right Checking Failures (LRC)
Since the left and right images are viewing roughly the same scene, the disparity images derived from matching right-to-left and left-to-right should be negatives of each other. The LRC hypothesis is that the points where the two images are not negatives of each other are occluded. In pseudocode, LRx, LRy = left disparity in x, y direction RLx, RLy = right disparity in x, y direction For (LR rows i and LR columns j)
Ordering Constraint (ORD)
ORD says that if point A is to the left of point B in the left stereo image, then point A is also to the left of point B in the right image. In occluded regions, the false matches may be out of order and ORD can be used to label such points as occluded. The classic problem with enforcing ORD is the double-nail illusion [12] where thin lines at different distances project in a different order onto the left and right images. In this case, enforcing ORD will label normal points occluded; however, such configurations are rare. In pseudocode (notice that for simplicity we enforce this constraint along scan lines only, even if vertical disparity is available), 
Empirical Results
For each stereo pair, we run two matching algorithms (COR and PPP, as described in the appendix) and all four half-occlusion algorithms. The only adjustment to the algorithms between runs is the disparity search range of COR as detailed in the appendix. All other parameters are optimized by hand, but remain constant throughout the trials. The occlusion image results are plotted as grey-levels, with higher intensity corresponding to a stronger "occlusion signal", according to the algorithm definitions that were given in Section 2. We present only the results of right-based occlusion detection because the left-based results are similar and space limits such duplication.
Synthetic Images
Random dot stereograms were formed by taking a 300x300 image of random dots with intensity distributed uniformly over 0 255]. We then displaced a 100x100 square within the right image by 16 pixels rightwards and filled the resulting gap with additional random dots to make the left image. Subsequently, various levels of noise were added to the image as drawn from N(0, 2 ), i.e., a zeromean normal distribution with variance 2 (see Fig. 2 ).
Starting with the noise-free results (Fig. 2) , differences among the four algorithms become apparent. As expected, the performance of the border detection (BMD and MGJ) and region detection algorithms (LRC and ORD) is markedly distinct: The former signals the transitions into and out of occlusion regions while the latter signals the occluded region itself. Of the region detection algorithms, LRC performs almost perfectly. In contrast, ORD misses those occlusion points that happen to match in order. Of the border detection algorithms, BMD tends to detect thinner borders because it only histograms one window as opposed to MGJ's three window comparison. As for differences with stereo matchers, PPP results are generally cleaner as the gradient-based processing operates well for fairly small displacements that obey brightness constancy, whereas COR's greater search range is unneeded here and allows for additional correspondence errors. Also, note that while the actual occlusion is at the right side of the occluding square, the different algorithms exhibit various degrees of ability to detect more general disparity discontinuities. The histogramming of BMD leads to detection of all borders of the square; the other methods are far less sensitive to nonoccluding borders.
The noise corrupted results behave differently in a number of ways, Fig. 2 . The results for BMD under PPP are much worse than those under COR. PPP's gradient-based estimation scheme appears more prone than COR to capture by incorrect matches that look good locally due to noise. The false correspondences that result lead to particularly poor performance in BMD, as multiple peaks in the local histograms abound. These effects are much less pronounced under the COR disparity image; indeed, BMD performs essentially as well as in the uncorrupted case. MGJ, LRC and ORD perform reasonably well for this noise distribution; however, false positives are increased in all cases. Some characteristic "shredding" behavior of ORD begins to be apparent here, especially under COR where noise induced irregularities in matches between scanlines appear: In essence, a bad match along a scanline can make ordering violations appear for some distance following the match.
Quantitative analysis derives from a set of 19 random dot stereograms with additive noise drawn from N(0, 2 ), with varying 2 , Fig. 3 . We have calculated hits and false positives for each image using ground truth, which is compared pixel by pixel with thresholded detection results. Thresholds were chosen once for each algorithm to optimize its overall performance. We relaxed strict border detection and 
Laboratory Natural Images
We used a parallel axes two-camera stereo rig to acquire images of simple scenes under overhead florescent lighting. (See Fig. 5 .)
For these cases, BMD does reasonably well at detecting the occlusion borders; however, it also produces false positives, as noise-driven spatial irregularities in the matchers' outputs lead to multiple peaks in the local histograms. This effect is particularly noticable in the interior of the ball. MGJ shows a comparable level of overall performance. Interestingly, MGJ's false positives can differ from the others as MGJ is driven not by the disparity per se, but rather by the goodness of match. For example, geometrically correct matches can still cause problems if there is significant photometric variation between matched features, as seen in the strong signals in the interior of the book. LRC properly produces a strong signal in the occlusion regions. This algorithm also improperly signals in a fair number of incorrect regions as the natural image noise leads to inconsistent left and right based matches that are labelled as occlusions. ORD exhibits the best overall performance as it appears to best differentiate the occlusion from non-occlusion regions, especially under PPP. It does, however, exhibit shredding between scanlines under COR. For the book case, careful inspection shows that ORD displaces portions of the signal from their correct location. Here, the frontal surface matches out of order as the matcher emerges from the occlusion region. In general, the results for the book case are superior to those for the ball case due to the difficulties that the matchers have with the relatively high curvature of the ball surface as compared to the planar book surface.
Using approximate ground truth from studying the imagery by eye, we have quantitatively analyzed performance on the book test case (see Table 1 ). We believe the ground truth to be accurate to within a pixel. In all cases, the hit rate drops relative to the synthetic imagery. For PPP, LRC produces many more false positives here than for the random dot stereograms. BMD begins to outperform MGJ, and ORD remains a conservative choice for false positives. 
Real World Natural images
The last tests use real world data. We consider the performance of the occlusion detection algorithms on two standard stereo vision data sets: the pentagon stereo pair from Carnegie Mellon's VASC Image Database and the birches stereo pair from the JISCT test set [5] (see Fig. 5 ).
For the Pentagon case, all of the algorithms perform reasonably in signaling the major occlusions arising from the top edge of the building against the ground. Further, under PPP, the region detection algorithms, LRC and ORD, provide markedly less spurious signal than the border detection algorithms. All of the algorithms deliver more false positives under COR. Presumably, this is due to its greater search range allowing it to find false matches, that subsequently are interpreted as occluded (see Fig. 4 ). There is considerable variability in the ability of the algorithms to detect the interior slits in the roof-top as occlusions. Under PPP, only MGJ shows any real ability to do this. This is due to the matcher producing uniform matches across the roof top, albeit with poor quality -a situation that only MGJ can capitalize on. Under COR, all algorithms are able to detect the occlusion-causing slits. Here, COR's larger search range works to its advantage in an interesting fashion: by looking further in an attempt to match the half-occluded regions, it produces matches that stand out geometrically to the BMD, LRC and ORD approaches.
In the birches case, MGJ stands out as the best performer. Under both matchers, it produces a strong signal around the occluding borders of the trees while largely avoiding signaling occlusions in the other image regions. Under PPP, the remaining methods are only able to find correctly the scene's most pronounced occlusions. Further, additional signals are produced in various erroneous regions (especially by BMD and LRC) as the matcher fails to establish reasonable correspondences between the stereo pair. Under COR, BMD, LRC and ORD are much more sensitive in the correct occlusion areas. However, this sensitivity comes at the cost of greatly increased spurious signals. This overall pattern of results can be explained as follows: faced with the birches scene's considerable threedimensional variation coupled with large areas of low contrast (e.g., the grassy areas), the matchers produce a large number of erroneous matches (in conjunction with more veridical matches on the trees). However, many of the false matches reproject well, especially for the case of COR. This combination of effects leads BMD, LRC, and ORD to mark the more curious (from a geometric standpoint) matches as occlusion effects; whereas, MGJ only signals occlusion where the match is weak, which occurs as the matchers seek a correspondence for the half-occluded areas. On a separate note, this pair of images exhibits the double-nail illusion; the ground immediately behind the closest tree trunk is visible to both the left and right views, but in a different order. Under perfect matching, ORD would falsely label these background points as occluded. In these results, the low quality of the matchers' output prevents such an error.
Discussion
LRC consistently offers accurate occlusion labelling under many circumstances. It works best when the underlying scene geometry is fronto-parallel because the matching algorithms work best under these situations. The cloudy results around the PPP ball image (Fig. 5) show how a complex surface can cause problems. Although LRC is an expensive software solution, a parallel hardware implementation would make the method comparable in speed with the others considered in this paper. The method is slightly more sensitive to noise than the other algorithms because it relies on a matcher to perform correctly in two directions. If either match errs, the method will find an occlusion. However, the method has proven resistant to the noise levels presented in this paper.
ORD resists some of the matching errors that LRC labels as occlusions. The PPP output of the ball image (see Fig.  5 ) shows how ORD only labels the truly occluded points as occluded. In order to be labeled as an occlusion, the tight geometric assumption behind ORD demands that a bad match not only be bad, but be bad and out of order. ORD is straightforward to implement, requiring few parameters and little code. However, the algorithm is tricked by noisy matches in the rightward direction. As seen in the shredding effects of the ball figure under COR, a bad match in the rightward direction will lead ORD to label many subsequent points erroneously as occluded. For these reasons, ORD might produce the fewest false positives when viewing surfaces whose noise has low magnitude. Although not seen in the examples presented, ORD falsely labels thin bars as occluded as they appear out of order in correct matching.
BMD has the advantage that it detects all occluding edges, including discontinuities orthogonal to epipolar lines. It thereby serves as a more general indicator of 3D boundaries than the other methods. Although the method gives a good qualitative feel for the scene's occlusions, the method is highly sensitive to its parameters. The size of the window, the thresholds around the arctangent inputs, and the number of buckets in the histogram all have a large effect on the final appearance of the occlusion map. Given a certain type of scene, parameter tuning could increase the accuracy of BMD greatly.
Unlike the other methods, MGJ depends upon the internal assessment of the matching algorithm rather than the actual performance of the matching algorithm. The method uses this independence to distinguish some bad matches from occlusions. For instance, in areas of low frequency, such as grass, the matcher reports a good match, so MGJ detects no (false) occlusions, see Fig. 5 . Other algorithms label the bad match as an occlusion, when it really is not.
On an implementation level, the algorithms have many differences. ORD requires the most straightforward implementation. The windowing used by the border detection methods is slighly cumbersome, and the need for two way calculations makes LRC the most expensive of the methods. We also note that in our present study, half-occlusion detection was performed as post-processing on the stereo matchers' output; ultimately, it is of interest to more tightly couple the matching and occlusion detection processes.
The algorithms' performance depends on the imagery at hand. Simpler scenes (at an extreme, random dot stereograms) might have perfectly parallel epipolar lines and clean edges that drive the matchers to good results yielding correspondingly good results from the half-occlusion detectors. Another important issue is the overall amount of detailed texture that is apparent in the images. In particular, image regions that are dominated by low spatial frequency detail, particularly if also of low contrast, cause many false positives in all the detectors, save MGJ. In contrast, better performance is generally achieved in regions with higher spatial frequency content. In low frequency/low contrast areas, the matchers often produce geometrically incorrect matches, since locally the image features are weakly defined and small amounts of noise can favor a bad match, even though no occlusion is present. In such situations, BMD, LRC and ORD detect the curious match and label it (incorrectly) as due to an occlusion. In contrast, the goodness of match image in such low frequency areas often has consistently reasonable values as the match does, at least locally, appear to be of good quality. Therefore, MGJ passes over these regions without labeling them as indicative of half-occlusions. Finally, the distance between the foreground and background regions has an effect on occlusion detection, with larger separations generally yielding better performance, provided that the underlying matchers can capture the attendant disparity.
The two matching algorithms have vastly different effects on the half occlusion methods. COR minimizes its sensitivity to noise by using large disparity search ranges. PPP makes use of gradient-based estimation (justified by assuming infinitesimal brightness constancy) and has a smaller search range, which can increase sensitivity to noise. As an example, BMD produces many more false positives for PPP than for COR under higher noise. However, at single points, COR can be more prone to errors because of its larger search range, which allows it to (incorrectly) match similar points far away from the actual disparity. For example, under COR, ORD produces false positives near single noisy points; the point's large disparity magnitude forces adjacent points to appear to violate the ordering constraint even though they match well. This causes the 'shredding' effect seen in the 'book' stereo pair. The most obvious effect of the different matching algorithms occurs when PPP cannot match under conditions that exceed its search range or is led astray due to violations of the brightness constancy constraint, thus negating any possible occlusion detection.
Overall, there does not appear to be a simple onedimensional goodness ranking of the methods in the paper. At first glance at the quantitative data, LRC is the best algorithm. It has the highest hit rate and the lowest false positive rate. However, the hit/false positive rates do not tell the whole story: LRC does not perform well in areas of the scene that are dominated by low spatial frequency structure; further, its software realization is slow. Nevertheless, it does perform quite well in highly textured scenes. In contrast, in natural imagery, where low frequency spatial structure can be common, MGJ labels occlusions in a reasonable fashion even while being robust to the false positives that can plague the other methods in similar situations. For scenarios where 3D border detection is of primary interest, including those borders that are not manifest as half-occlusions, BMD performs well, albeit with a tendency to over segment the scene. In contrast, ORD is overall the most conservative measure; still, it can produce false positives and is sensitive to the double-nail illusion [12] .
In the final analysis, it may be desirable to have an integrated battery of half-occlusion detection mechanisms that span the scenarios of interest. Further, if a priori knowledge or on-line diagnostics are available it could be advantageous to dynamically favor certain methods over others according to which are expected to yield the best performance in the situation at hand. Our results could serve to guide the design of such an integrated process.
Appendix: Stereo matchers
The first stereo matcher that we employ (COR) is a correlation-based scan-line matcher [3] . We bring the epipolar lines into horizontal alignment by hand via a projective image warp. Following alignment, the images are filtered with a Laplacian operator [6] , accentuating high frequency edges. Next, the matcher calculates windowed cross-correlation values for integral shifts, which are then smoothed. We use a search range of 17 pixels except for the birches image, which needed a search range of 27. The disparity is the shift of each peak correlation value. Subpixel peak localization is made via interpolation with a quadratic polynomial. The match goodness image is defined as the correlation value at the final disparity.
The second stereo matcher that we employ (PPP) is a gradient-based plane-plus-parallax method (as in [13, 20, 21] ). The overall transformation between two images is parameterized as due to the displacement of a globally dominant plane, the epipole between the operative cameras and the parallax arising from points not lying on the plane. The disparity is the final parallax projected on the x and y axes. To begin, the user inputs a preliminary guess of the epipole, allowing for an initial estimate of the planar parameters and parallax field. Next, the epipole is updated automatically based on the initial planar and parallax parameters. The estimation then iterates. To aid in the search for extended displacements, the estimation begins at a coarse level of a Laplacian pyramid and continues through finer levels of resolution [13] . The match goodness image is the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences in intensities between 5x5 windows brought into correspondence by the local parallax estimates.
In comparison to COR, PPP's use of gradient-based matching limits its search range. Embedding the matcher in a spatial coarse-to-fine approach effectively extends this search range, subject to the availability of spatial detail at coarse scales. In contrast, COR can search over larger ranges in full resolution, albeit at potentially great computational expense. (See Fig. 4. ) Unfortunately, the greater search range provides the opportunity for COR to produce highly irregular matches, which could be ameliorated by enforcing continuity between scan lines. Finally, note that COR's scan line approach recovers horizontal disparity only; whereas, PPP recovers both horizontal and vertical disparity. More general discussions of binocular stereo correspondence are available from a number of sources (e.g., [3] and [24] for empirical comparisons). 
